STRATEGIC

PLAN 2018-19

PLANNING WORKSHOP
Participants: Angela Evans, Josh Weber, Bart Thurgod, Steve Morrison,
Ramon Abueg, Kristin Mettke, Ken Johnson, Nate Johnson, and Michael Hengel.
Facilitator: Angela Evans
Purpose: Utilize a top-down strategic approach to align the organization with the
Board’s Strategic Plan: Mission, Vision, Key Results Areas, and Objectives.

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
How was this information gathered?
The Executive Team’s data, represented in the respective charts, was generated through a group-level brainstorming
sessions and discussions.
In addition, the Executive Team understands that strategic planning is not only about having a clear direction to
steer towards, but also being able to respond to changes as necessary. Examination of recent history and changing
contexts (both internal and external) of the nation, state, organization, program, or sub-program allowed participants
to assess current positions.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
Conducting an Environmental Scan
Focused questions, “Who are we?” and “What do we have to work with?” Answering these questions involve
consideration of strengths and weaknesses, and determination of how to capitalize on strengths. The goal of the
environmental scan is to understand challenges, opportunities and future trends (inside and outside) to compile
data to formulate the SWOT Analysis (a structured method for evaluating strengths and weaknesses and external
opportunities and threats). Table 1 illustrates the Executive Team’s SWOT results.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
TABLE 1
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

· Board members

· Safety Incidents

·	Work with, focus on youth

· Tenor of current PPA

· Focus on membership

· Training of employees

· Internal duty training

· Safety incidents

·	Cohesive and uniquely skilled
Executive team, experienced
exec leadership

· Supervisor training

· Leadership training

· Regulation

· Budget and Forecast

·	Reputation within the State
and Nation

· Political

·	Collaborative employee base
·	Dedicated, knowledgeable
employees
·	Reliable and maintained
infrastructure and integration
of technology
·	Technology driven
·	Partnership with vendors
·	Partnership with community
·	Brand
·	Reputation with community
·	Relationship with government
·	Top-notch facilities
·	Compensation and Benefits
package
·	Flexibility and price of new PPA
·	Entrepreneurial – outside the box
thinking, diverse revenue growth
·	Problem solving
·	Ambassador Program
·	Low voluntary turnover rate
·	Partnership with GridLiance
· GigaWatt1 partnership

· Workforce development
· Involuntary turnover
· Executive tenure
· Succession planning
·	Past culture of intimidation
· Capital position
·	We have promised to not raise
rate until 2024 and FTTH and
$10M to The Center, college
promise
·	Long term wholesale strategy
· Competitive retail rates
·	Operating expenses out of line
with revenues
· Broadband rates too low
·	Incomplete inter-company
agreements
·	Communication (internal and
external)
· Outdated work processes
·	Understaffed – staffing
management in BB (perform
staffing strategy)
· Tech sourcing strategy
·	Enterprise Compliance doesn’t
exist in a single department
· Document control
· iVue/Billing
·	Have not influenced coops in
State or taken advantage of
synergies

· Hwy I-11 impact on communities

· Ambassador Program

· ECI/DG (kWh attrition)

·	Increase financial transparency
·	Centralize enterprise compliance
·	Scale of all customer focused
touch points

· BB Competition
· Rate increase
· Recession (est. 2019)
· Past promises

· NREA partnerships

· CFC/CoBank relationship

· State BB partnerships

· BB Customer Sat.

·	National partnerships (including
Electric and BB orgs)

· SCE True up

·	Safety program enhancements
and culture

· Test Site Power Contract
·	Generator interconnection
policies

·	Create core value pillars – build
off Coop Principles

·	Capital pressure via revenue
hunting

·	Proactive involvement in
regulatory, political issues

· Comp and benefits package

· Monetize our strengths

·	Cross-subsidization of
subsidiaries

·	Expansion of BB product
portfolio and market
·	Develop local partnerships that
not only support the community,
but serve our needs as well

· Talent attraction

·	Leverage IPTV broadcast
opportunities
·	Build/execute BB and Energy
revenue strategies (multiple/
various)
·	Revenue building outside service
territory
·	Change in leadership and culture

·	NRECA relationship not strong

·	There is a period of time we can
break some promises

·	Cohesive regulatory/political
strategy doesn’t exist

·	Strategic reset (including
mission/vision)

· Lack of work procedures

·	Pahrump housing and business
growth

·	Corporate policy updates not
complete

· Cyber security

· Strategic planning

· Hwy I-11 planning
· Electric highway
·	Property ownership
rationalization
· BB Build out plan
·	Leveraging ACES/AEPCO
partnership
· VEES
· VEUS
· Performance Culture
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WHERE WE WANT TO BE?
The most exciting part of the strategic planning process is thinking about the future and imagining what could be.
This phase of the Executive Team’s work involves the contemplation about the impact the organization can make and
the legacy that will be left behind. This is where the Mission and Vision are created or reexamined and updated. The
strategic plan should be grounded in a Mission and Vision.
MISSION – An organization’s mission is a succinct and clear statement of the difference it makes.
A good mission statement is the foundation of a strategic plan. A good mission statement:
·	Tells the world why our organization exists, what difference it makes, what we want to be remembered for, and
what wouldn’t happen if the organization ceased to exist.
·	Is a statement – not a paragraph
·	Explains or hints at why you’re doing what you’re doing.
·	Is short and clear and can be easily understood by staff and stakeholders.
·	Avoids jargon and is easy for outsiders to understand.
·	Is memorable and concise so an employee could recite it to an outsider in an introduction, or in an elevator (3045 seconds).
·	Is one that the entire organization understands and believes in
·	Makes it clear what it looks like for your organization to succeed

“TO SERVE OUR MEMBERS ENERGY NEEDS”
– 2018-2019 Board of Director’s Strategic Plan

The Executive Team brainstormed expounding upon the Board’s Mission Statement. The result is:

“WE ARE COMMITTED TO
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE
OF OUR COMMUNITIES.”
VISION - A vision statement is an inspiring statement that describes what it means to achieve the mission.
A vision statement is a powerful tool to motivate and inspire the organization. It described the hopes for the
future that will result from achieving the Mission.
· Clear, concise and descriptive
· Appeals to emotion and inspires
· Addresses the future
· Challenges us to go beyond the current way things are and to seek a better future
The following is the Executive Team’s Vision Statement:

“EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES TO
ACHIEVE THEIR POTENTIAL.”
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KEY RESULT AREAS
The Executive Team then reviewed the SWOP in order to cluster common themes or formulate key result areas. For
alignment purposes, the Board’s Key Result Areas were matched with the Executive Team’s. As you can see below,
for each Key Result Area identified by the Executive Team the corresponding Board Key Result Area is noted.
Key Result Areas and Linkage with Board of Directors Strategic Plan:

BOARD KEY RESULTS AREAS

EXECUTIVE KEY RESULTS AREAS

1.	Provide the CEO necessary guidance toward supporting new
opportunities, executing staff and employee retention as well
as potential programs.

1.

Employer of Choice – BOD 1.

2.

Performance Culture – BOD 3, 6.

2.	The Board is dedicated to focusing on assuring that the
company is in line with the Seven Cooperative Principles /
Committed to grassroots values; success of the Charitable
Foundation.

3.

Brand, Reputation and Partnership Focused – BOD 5, 9, 10.

4.

Community Engagement – BOD 2, 3, 5.

5.

Resource Stewardship (includes process) – BOD 1, 6, 8.

6.

Technology Leadership – BOD 1, 7, 10, 11.

7.

Regulatory and Governance Engagement – BOD 2, 5, 11.

8.

Culture of Safety – BOD 8, 12.

3.	Provide community outreach programs to enhance relations
within all districts.
4.	The Board will continue to be committed to assuring that the
debt load remains a non-impact issue.
5.	The Board focus on improving overall communications with
Ambassadors, staff and district members and with other
cooperatives across the country.
6.

Success plan for both CEO and Directors.

7.	Government and private sector contracts and their benefits
and risks.
8.	Working with the CEO, the Board will strive to assure success
of the company business model and effective utilization of
core competencies.
9.

Extreme consumer groups and rogue members.

10.	Potential changing demographics – inactive younger
membership.
11.

Energy Choice and VEA Community Solar Garden.

12.	Assure that we are aware of any economic threats and have a
plan in place to mitigate them.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The Executive Team then identified the objectives to be accomplished in order to achieve Mission and Vision.
1) Employer of Choice
		

a.

		

b. Align core values with employee engagement

		

c.

		

d. Deliver smart, attractive benefits and pay

		

e. Nurture cultural excellence

		f.
		

Accomplished by understanding employee requirements through surveys and engagement
Culture of career opportunity and choice

Industry leadership

g. Create choice in the workplace

2) Performance Culture
		a.
		

Balanced scorecard

b. Community Scorecard

3) Brand, reputation and partnership focused
		

a.

Execute on a customer survey / customer satisfaction benchmark

		

b.	Continue developing partnerships and relationships with AEPCO/ACES, NREA, NRECA, Gigawatt group,
GridLiance, CCAs, Financial partners, etc.

		

c.

Build a brand plan

4) Community engagement
		

a.	Work with executive leadership of Ambassadors to align the program in order to get more impactful
results from the program

		

b. Engage outer districts

		

c.

Improve communication around youth programs

5) Resource stewardship (includes process)
		

a.

Continue improving financial transparency/reporting and forecasting

		

b. Develop risk management and business case tools

		

c.

		

d. Develop asset management program

		

e. Execute COSS for energy and BB

Enable a culture of continuous improvement

6) Technology leadership
		

a.

Develop then execute on Smart grid roadmap

		

b. Deploy document management system

		

c.

		

d. Train employees to master available data / technology tools

		

e. Develop rigor around projects (cost benefit analysis, risk assessment)

Optimize enterprise platforms
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7) Regulatory and governance engagement
		

a.

Engage with State, regional and national cooperative organizations

		

b. Engage with local, state, regional and national government officials

		

c.

		

d. Provide data and recommendations to support board responsibilities

		

e. Execute board’s strategic objectives as required

		

f.

		

g. Develop enterprise-wide compliance strategies

Define political contribution strategy

Develop Q3 and Q6 response plans

8) Culture of Safety
		

a.

Press the reset button and Develop enterprise-wide safety strategy for zero incidents

		

b. Institutionalize Safety as a core value

9) Workforce management and development
		

a.

Develop supervisor and manager leadership program

		

b. Develop succession plan

		

c.

		

d. Develop staffing strategy / plan

Education and development of employees (core competencies)

10) Financial health & agility (VEA and Subsidiaries)
		

a.

Enable departmental ownership of budget and results

		

b. Develop a long term power strategy and manage the portfolio

		

c.

		

d. Manage inter-company relationships

		

e. Calibrate operational expenses to revenues

		

f.

Manage lender relationships

Continue evaluation of new revenue streams

11) One Co-op, One Voice (including resetting of expectations or commitment to strategy)
		

a.

Ensure alignment of strategy, objectives, core values, expectations and messaging (VEA/VCA)

12) Entrepreneurial Spirit (VEA and subsidiary companies)
		

a.

Maximize revenue opportunities

		

b. Develop opportunity pipeline

		

c.

		

d. Study benefit of solar community generation

Transparency in all interactions
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Valley Electric Association, Inc.
(775) 727-53122 | www.vea.coop
Headquarters | 800 E. Highway 372, Pahrump, NV 89048
Las Vegas Business Center | 6180 Brent Thurman Parkway, Suite A-230, Las Vegas, NV 89148

